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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a coin hopper
which drops coins to a through hole of a rotating disk to
divide and dispense the coins one by one, wherein the
coin hopper is capable of reliably dropping the coin to
the through hole.
[0002] Particularly, the invention relates to a small coin
hopper in which the diameter of the rotating disk is ap-
proximately two times the diameter of the coin, wherein
the coin hopper is capable of reliably dropping the coin
to the through hole.
[0003] Furthermore, it is an object to produce the small
coin hopper at low cost.
[0004] The "coins" used in the present specification
include coins serving as currencies, substitutional coins
such as medals and tokens of game machines, and sim-
ilar objects.
[0005] The "small hopper" refers to a coin hopper in
which the diameter of the rotating disk is approximately
two times that of the through hole, and the number of the
provided through hole is only one.

Background Art

[0006] A small coin hopper is employed in a recycling-
type coin receiving/dispensing device (for example, see
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication
No. 2003-196695) of a vending machine or in a change
dispensing machine (for example, see Japanese Patent
Application Laid-Open Publication No. H7-306965) of
coins at a cash register of a supermarket.
[0007] The size of the small coin hopper employed
therein is limited due to the problem of installation space.
If the diameter of coins is large, the diameter of a rotating
disk becomes approximately two times that of a through
hole, and only one through hole is provided.
[0008] As a first conventional technique of the small
coin hopper, there is known a device in which a circular
bottom hole of a cylindrical hopper head, which holds
coins in bulk and is rectangular in a planar view, is pro-
vided with one through hole, an inclined rotating disk is
disposed thereat, and the coins are dropped one by one
to the through hole while agitating the coins by rotation
of the rotating disk to dispense the coins one by one (for
example, see Patent Document 1).
[0009] In the first conventional technique, the upper
surface of the rotating disk is approximately flat although
the upper surface is provided with a semispherical small
projection.
[0010] As a second conventional technique of the small
coin hopper, there is known a device in which a circular
bottom hole of a cylindrical hopper head, which holds
coins in bulk and is rectangular in a planar view, is pro-
vided with a partially-cut-away through hole, an inclined
rotating disk is disposed thereat, and the coins are

dropped one by one to the through hole while agitating
the coins by rotation of the rotating disk to dispense the
coins one by one (for example, see Patent Document 2).
[0011] In the second conventional technique, the up-
per surface of the rotating disk is approximately flat, al-
though the upper surface is provided with a small projec-
tion.
[0012] As a third conventional technique of the small
coin hopper, there is known a device in which a circular
bottom hole of a cylindrical hopper head, which holds
coins in bulk and is rectangular in a planar view, is pro-
vided with one through hole at the center, a rotating disk
having arched sidewalls which are in contact with the
through hole is disposed thereat, and the coins are guid-
ed to the through hole by the arched sidewalls and
dropped one by one to the through hole while agitating
the coins by rotation of the rotating disk to dispense the
coins one by one (for example, see Patent Document 3).
[0013] In the third conventional technique, the upper
surface of the agitating disk serving as the rotating disk
is formed into two levels, i.e. , an upper step part and a
lower step part, and the part therebetween is connected
by the wall surface perpendicular to the disk surface.

Citation List

[0014]

Patent Document 1 Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. 2002-133485 (FIG. 1 to
FIG. 5, paragraph numbers 0008 to 0018)
Patent Document 2 US Patent No. 7294051 (FIG. 7
to FIG. 11)
Patent Document 3 Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open Publication No. H05-081506 (FIG. 1 to
FIG. 9, paragraph numbers 0017 to 0044)

Disclosure of the Invention

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0015] The first conventional technique will be ex-
plained with reference to FIG. 20.
[0016] A rotating disk 9 in which one through hole 7 is
formed is rotatably disposed in the upper-surface side of
an obliquely-disposed base 1 and in a circular bottom
hole 5 of a hopper head 3, which is cylindrical in the ver-
tical direction.
[0017] In the bottom hole 5 of the hopper head 3, the
inner peripheral surface immediately above the periphery
of the rotating disk 9 is formed in a tapered shape nar-
rowed toward the rotating disk 9, thereby forming a flange
11 projecting immediately above the periphery of the ro-
tating disk 9.
[0018] A projection 13 is formed on the upper surface
of the rotating disk 9.
[0019] Therefore, when the rotating disk 9 is rotated,
coins C in the hopper head 3 are agitated by the through
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hole 7 and the projection 13 and drop to the through hole
7, the coin is moved together with the rotating disk 9 while
the lower surface thereof is in contact with the upper sur-
face of the base 1, and the coin is dispensed at a prede-
termined position.
[0020] Since the number of the through hole 7 of the
rotating disk 9 is one, the chance that the coin C is
dropped to the through hole 7 is once per one rotation of
the rotating disk 9. Therefore, if no coin is dropped within
two rotations of the rotating disk 9, the customer may feel
a delay.
[0021] In the first conventional technique, the flange
11 is provided; therefore, the coin C is prevented from
being placed on the peripheral part of the rotating disk
9, which contributes to quick dispense of the coin C.
[0022] However, as shown in FIG. 20, in the case of
the coin C that is leaning on the sidewall of the hopper
head 3 by the upper end thereof and standing so as to
form an approximately right angle with respect to the base
1 and the rotating disk 9 in the lowermost part of the slope
of the rotating disk 9, the attempt to topple the coin C is
made by instabilizing the posture thereof by dropping the
coin from the upper surface of the rotating disk 9 onto
the upper surface of the base 1 or moving the coin from
the base 1 onto the rotating disk 9.
[0023] However, the large-diameter coin C having a
diameter approximately half that of the rotating disk 9 is
not toppled by the instabilization of the posture in many
cases; and, sometimes, the last one coin is not dis-
pensed, and dispensing of the coin is stopped due to run
out of time.
[0024] Therefore, it is conceivable to topple the coin C
by increasing the instability of the behavior of the coin
when the coin C is moved onto the upper surface of the
rotating disk 9 by increasing the thickness of the rotating
disk 9 (indirectly, the distance from the base 1 to the
upper surface of the rotating disk 9) .
[0025] However, in the case in which the thickness of
the rotating disk 9 is increased to or higher than a pre-
determined value, if the coin C is toppled over sideways
in the state the coin C is perpendicular to the base 1 and
becomes like a pillar, the coin cannot be removed from
the through hole 7 and is moved together with the rotating
disk 9, and the coin C may not be dispensed.
[0026] Due to these circumstances, in the first conven-
tional technique, the thickness of the rotating disk 9 can-
not be increased to or higher than the predetermined
value; therefore, as described above the last one coin
may not be dispensed.
[0027] Furthermore, in the case in which the upper sur-
face of the rotating disk 9 is flat, coin bridging is generated
as shown by chain lines in FIG. 20, and the coin C held
therein may not be dispensed.
[0028] The second conventional technique also has
problems similar to those of the first conventional tech-
nique since there is one through hole.
[0029] The third conventional device has a problem
that the device is not suitable for downsizing of the device

since the through hole of the coin is at the center, and
the diameter of the rotating disk has to be increased when
the diameter of the coin is increased.
[0030] Furthermore, in the case in which the step be-
tween the lower step part and the upper step part is at a
right angle, the coin may get stuck between the step and
the wall surface of the hopper head, and coin jamming
in which the rotating disk cannot be rotated may occur.
[0031] Document WO 01/37227 A1 shows a coin pay
out device having a coin hopper, a coin orienting device
and a rotating disk in an aperture of a sloping wall. By
rotating the coin orienting device, a stack through the
middle of the coin orienting device is generated. The coin
orienting device has an inclined surface at the inner cir-
cumference.
[0032] A first object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a coin hopper which is a small coin hopper capable
of dispensing all coins until the last coin without gener-
ating coin bridging.
[0033] A second object of the present invention is to
provide a coin hopper which is a small coin hopper which
does not generate coin jamming.
[0034] A third object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a coin hopper at low cost which is a small coin hopper
which is capable of dispensing all coins until the last coin
by a simple structure without generating coin bridging
and does not generate coin jamming.

Means for Solving the Problems

[0035] In order to achieve these objects, the present
invention comprises the features of claim 1. Further de-
velopments are subject-matter of the dependent claims.

Effects of the Invention

[0036] According to this constitution, the single through
hole approximately half the diameter of the rotating disk
is formed at the eccentric position of the rotating disk,
the crescent-shaped upper step part and the rugby-ball-
shaped lower step part are formed on the upper surface
of the rotating disk, and the step therebetween is con-
nected by the inclined surface inclined with respect to
the lower step part and the upper step part.
[0037] The first end part of the inclined surface is in
contact with the periphery of the through hole.
[0038] When the rotating disk rotates, the coin on the
rotating disk is agitated by the step since the step is
formed between the upper step part and the lower step
part on the upper surface of the rotating disk; therefore,
coin bridging does not readily occur.
[0039] Moreover, the through hole is formed at the ec-
centric position of the lower step part. In other words, the
thickness of the rotating disk at the part where the through
hole is formed can be reduced to a predetermined value
or lower.
[0040] In other words, in the case in which the thick-
ness of the rotating disk around the through hole is equal
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to or lower than the predetermined value, the coins are
not toppled over sideways and lined up like a pillar in the
through hole; therefore, the coins can be prevented from
not being dispensed due to this.
[0041] Furthermore, when the coin is about to get stuck
between the inclined surface of the step and the hopper
head, the coin acts with a predetermined angle with re-
spect to the inclined surface; therefore, the coin slides
on the inclined surface and prevented from getting stuck,
and coin jamming does not occur as a result.
[0042] The present invention is composed of the cres-
cent-shaped upper step part, the lower step part, and the
step composed of the inclined surface therebetween;
therefore, it can be easily produced and can be produced,
for example, by a sintering method, and an equivalent
product can be provided at low cost.
[0043] In the embodiment of claim 2, the projection is
formed on the upper step part; therefore, the coin can be
agitated by the projection in addition to by the upper step
part and the lower step part. Therefore, the coin can be
further agitated, thereby quickly dropping the coin to the
through hole to dispense it.
[0044] In the embodiment of claim 3, the peripheral
side of the upper step part is formed to be conical; there-
fore, the space expanding upward is formed between the
flange and the peripheral surface continued to the upper
step part.
[0045] Therefore, even when the coin is positioned in
the space expanding upward, the coin does not get stuck.
[0046] Therefore, there is an advantage that coin jam-
ming does not occur.
[0047] In the embodiment of claim 4, if the dispensing
signal is not output for the predetermined period of time
under the circumstance in which the coin is supposed to
be dispensed, the rotating disk is reversely rotated for a
predetermined period of time.
[0048] In other words, if the dispensing signal of the
coin does not exist for the predetermined period of time
when the coin is supposed to be dispensed, it can be
assumed that the rotating disk is not rotated.
[0049] In other words, this is the case in which the ro-
tating disk cannot be rotated due to coin jamming.
[0050] When the rotating disk is reversely rotated, the
coin has to be rolled up onto the upper step part at once.
[0051] As a result, the wobbling factor with respect to
the coin is increased; therefore, the coin readily falls
down.
[0052] Therefore, the coin readily drops to the through
hole; therefore, there is an advantage that the coins in-
cluding the last one can be quickly dispensed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0053]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a coin hopper of an
embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a front view of a rotating disk in the state in

which a hopper head of the coin hopper of the em-
bodiment is removed.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the rotating disk of
the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 4 shows the rotating disk of the coin hopper of
the embodiment, wherein (A) is a plan view, and (B)
is a cross sectional view of the line A-A of (A).
FIG. 5 is a vertical cross sectional view of the state
in which a through hole of the rotating disk is posi-
tioned in a lowermost part of a slope in a plane P of
FIG. 1 of the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a vertical cross sectional view of the state
in which the through hole of the rotating disk is not
positioned in the lowermost part of the slope in the
plane P of FIG. 1 of the coin hopper of the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 7 shows the state in which the hopper head of
the coin hopper of the embodiment is removed and
the coin C is standing, wherein (A) is a front view of
the rotating disk, and (B) is a cross sectional view of
the line B-B of (A) .
FIG. 8 is a plan view (step is positioned above the
coin) for explaining working of the coin hopper of the
embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a plan view (the position where the step
starts contacting the coin) for explaining working of
the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a plan view (the position where the step
is pushing the back side of the lower part of the coin)
for explaining working of the coin hopper of the em-
bodiment.
FIG. 11 is a plan view (the position where the coin
is caused to fall down by the step) for explaining
working of the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 12 is a plan view (the position where the pro-
jection starts moving the coin) for explaining working
of the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 13 is a plan view (the position where the coin
is transversely juxtaposed to the through hole) for
explaining working of the coin hopper of the embod-
iment.
FIG. 14 is a plan view (the position where the coin
starts rolling down due to gravity) for explaining work-
ing of the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 15 is a plan view (the position where the coin
lies on the lower step part) for explaining working of
the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 16 is a plan view (the position where the step
starts moving the coin) for explaining working of the
coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 17 is a plan view (the position where the coin
is caused to be juxtaposed to the through hole by
the step) for explaining working of the coin hopper
of the embodiment.
FIG. 18 is a plan view (the position where the coin
starts rolling on the step) for explaining working of
the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 19 is a plan view (the state in which the coin
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falls down on the projection) for explaining working
of the coin hopper of the embodiment.
FIG. 20 is a cross sectional view for explaining a
conventional coin hopper.

Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0054] As an example, a rotating disk is provided with
an upper step part and a lower step part, and the upper
step part is moved so as to overthrow a lower part of a
coin standing and leaning on an inner surface of a hopper
head. As a result, the standing coin falls down onto the
upper step part, moved to the upper side of a slope by
the step, and is dropped to a through hole by the weight
of its own; alternatively, the coin is moved to the upper
side of the slope by the projection provided on the upper
step part and dropped to the through hole by the weight
of its own.
[0055] Therefore, coins including the last one can be
quickly dispensed.
[0056] Moreover, if the coin does not fall down even
by the overthrowing by the upper step part, the rotating
disk is reversely rotated.
[0057] When reversely rotated, the coin is moved up
onto the upper step part at once; therefore, wobbling of
the coin is increased, the possibility of fall-down is in-
creased, and therefore the coins including the last one
can be quickly dispensed.

Embodiment

[0058] A coin hopper 100 according to the present in-
vention has a function of dividing and dispensing coins
C, which are held in bulk, one by one.
[0059] As shown in FIGs. 1 and 2, the coin hopper 100
approximately includes a frame part 102, a base part
104, a rotating disk 106, an ejection device 108, and a
hopper head 112.
[0060] First, the frame part 102 will be explained with
reference to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2.
[0061] The frame part 102 has a function of supporting
the base part 104, the rotating disk 106, the ejection de-
vice 108, and the hopper head 112.
[0062] The frame part 102 is formed by injection mold-
ing of a resin and has a box-like shape which is approx-
imately a right triangle in a lateral view, the vertex part
thereof is inclined by about 30 degrees, and the frame
part is approximately square in a planar view.
[0063] In the frame part 102, an electric motor, etc. for
subjecting the rotating disk 106 to rotation drive are in-
corporated.
[0064] Next, the base part 104 will be explained with
reference to FIG. 2.
[0065] The base part 104 has a function of holding a
slide base 114 of the coins C, the ejection device 108,
and the hopper head 112.
[0066] The base part 104 has the shape of a rectan-
gular thick plate detachably attached to the vertex part

of the frame part 102, and the base part is formed by
injection molding of a resin.
[0067] An approximately circular bottomed guide hole
116 having a diameter close to the entire width of the
base part 104 is formed in the center of the upper surface
of the base part 104.
[0068] An opening is formed in part of the upper side
of the slope of the base part 104 of a peripheral wall 117
of the guide hole 116 to form an outlet opening 118 of
the coin C.
[0069] The part of the outlet opening 118 of the guide
hole 116 is formed in a trapezoidal part 120, which is
continued to an upper end edge 119 of the base part 104.
[0070] An inclined surface 121 of the trapezoidal part
120 is inclined with respect to a left upper corner part 122
of the base part 104 in FIG. 2.
[0071] In order to improve wear resistance, a slide
base 114 made of metal formed to have a similar shape
as the guide hole 116 and the trapezoidal part 120 fits
therein, and the upper surface of the slide base 114 is
formed to be flat with respect to an outlet upper surface
123 of the base part 104.
[0072] Next, the rotating disk 106 will be explained with
reference to FIG. 2 to FIG. 4.
[0073] The rotating disk 106 has the function of dividing
and dispensing the coins C, which are held in the hopper
head 112 in bulk, one by one.
[0074] Specifically, the rotating disk 106 is disposed in
the vicinity of the upper surface of the slide base 114 to
be parallel to the upper surface in a bottom hole 134 of
the hopper head 112, which will be described later, and
the rotating disk 106 is rotated anticlockwise in FIG. 2 by
the electric motor (not shown) built in the frame part 102
based on a dispensing signal of the coin C. The anticlock-
wise rotation is referred to as forward rotation.
[0075] In the case in which coin jamming occurs and
the rotation disk 106 does not rotate even though the
electric motor is in a forward rotation mode or in the case
in which the coin C is not dispensed for a predetermined
period of time even though the ordered number of coins
C has not been dispensed, in other words, in the case in
which the ordered number of coins C are not dispensed
and the coin C is not dispensed for the predetermined
period of time, reverse rotation (clockwise in FIG. 2) and
forward rotation again are repeated a predetermined
number of times after the rotation of the electric motor is
stopped.
[0076] The rotating disk 106 has the shape of a thin
disk, in which a lower step part 126 and an upper step
part 128 are formed.
[0077] In other words, as shown in FIG. 4, the thickness
T1 of the lower step part 126 is formed to be thinner than
the thickness T2 of the upper step part 128.
[0078] The thickness T1 has a distance from the upper
surface of the slide base 114 to the upper surface of the
lower step part 126, and the thickness T2 has a distance
from the upper surface of the slide 114 to the upper sur-
face of the upper step part 128.
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[0079] The thickness T1 is preferred to be set to 3.5
millimeter or less. The reason therefor is to prevent the
coins C from being laterally lined up at an approximately
right angle with respect to the slide base 114 to become
like a pillar in a through hole 132 and rotating together
with the rotating disk 106, in other words, to prevent the
coin from not being dispensed.
[0080] In other words, if the thickness T1 is 3.5 millim-
eter or less, the coin C is supported by the periphery of
the through hole 132 and is prevented from easily stand-
ing perpendicular to the slide base 114.
[0081] The lower step part 126 and the upper step part
128 are formed to be parallel to a lower surface 130 of
the rotating disk 106. This is for reducing the rotation
resistance of the rotating disk 106 caused by the coin C.
[0082] As shown in FIG. 2, the lower step part 126 is
formed to have an elliptical (rugby ball) shape in a planar
view and is at an eccentric position of the rotating disk
106; and at the position where part of the outer periphery
thereof is adjacent to the periphery of the rotating disk
106, the single circular through hole 132 penetrating the
rotating disk 106 from the upper surface to the lower sur-
face thereof is formed.
[0083] The diameter of the through hole 132 has a di-
ameter slightly larger than the diameter of the used coins
C and is slightly smaller than the radius of the rotating
disk 106.
[0084] The peripheral surface 133 of the through hole
132 is formed to have the conical shape which is upwardly
enlarged.
[0085] This is for facilitating drop of the coin C into the
through hole 132.
[0086] The upper step part 128 is formed to have a
crescent shape at an eccentric position of the rotating
disk 106, and the periphery of the arc shape is formed
on an inclined surface 136 having an angle of about 20
degrees as the angle X with respect to the extended line
L1 of the upper step part 128.
[0087] In other words, an upper outer peripheral sur-
face 140 of the upper step part 128 is partially formed to
be conical.
[0088] The reason for employing the conical upper out-
er peripheral surface 140 in this manner is to prevent the
coins C from easily standing and leaning on the inner
peripheral surface of the hopper head 112.
[0089] An inward arc edge 138 has a second radius
R2 smaller than a first radius R1 of the rotating disk 106
and is an arc that has a center CE2 on the rotating disk
106 adjacent to the through hole 132.
[0090] In other words, a circular upper step part which
is a base of the upper step part 128 is formed with a third
radius R3 slightly smaller than the radius R1 of the rotat-
ing disk 106, and the lower step part 126 is formed by
elliptically removing part of the circular upper step part
or by adding the crescent-shaped upper step part 128.
[0091] For example the rotating disk 106 is a sintered
object or a resin object, wherein the lower step part 126
and the upper step part 128 can be integrally formed.

[0092] As shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 4, a right-side first
end part 142 which is an end part of the crescent-shaped
inward arc edge 138 is in contact with the through hole
132 in the vicinity of the periphery of the rotating disk
106, an intermediate part is positioned in the periphery
to the side of the axial line CE1 of the rotating disk 106,
and a second straight line L2 connecting the end of a left-
side second end part 146 with the first end part 142 is
positioned in the side away from the upper step part 128
and the axial line CE1 of the rotating disk 106.
[0093] In other words, the first end part 142 which is
positioned in the back side of the forward rotation direc-
tion of the rotating disk 106 is in contact with the through
hole 132 in the peripheral part of the rotating disk 106.
[0094] Therefore, when the coin C that is placed on
the lower step part 126 so that the surface of the coin is
in contact with the lower step part is positioned in the
upper side of the slope with respect to the through hole
132, the coin can slip off the upper surface of the lower
step part 126 because of the weight of its own and be
dropped to the through hole 132.
[0095] When the arc edge 138 is positioned above the
horizontal line which passes through the axial line CE1
in the slope of the rotation disk 106, the coin C that is in
contact with the lower step part 126 by the surface thereof
and is caught by the arc edge 138 is rolled to the through
hole 132 side by the slope of the arc edge 138 and gravity.
[0096] The coin C rolled to the through hole 132 side
is opposed to the through hole 132 at the first end part
142, at which the arc edge 138 is in contact with the
through hole 132, and is dropped.
[0097] The arc edge 138 is an inclined surface 139 and
connecting a step 141 between the lower step part 126
and the upper step part 128.
[0098] Regarding the angle of the inclined surface 139,
the angle Y with respect to a line L3 which is perpendic-
ular to the upper surface of the lower step part 126 is
preferred to be about 15 degrees as shown in FIG. 4 (B).
[0099] If the inclination is too small, the effect of agi-
tating the coins C is small, and the coins C cannot be
continuously dropped to the through hole 132. If the in-
clination is close to the right angle, agitating force, in other
words, catching of the coin C is ensured; therefore, there
is a possibility that the coins C are forcibly moved and
damage other parts such as the hopper head 112.
[0100] A cylindrical projection 148 is formed at the
center of the upper surface of the upper step part 128.
[0101] The center of the upper surface refers to the
middle in the width direction and the longitudinal direction
at the widest part of the crescent-shaped upper step part
128.
[0102] The projection 148 has a cylindrical shape hav-
ing a diameter of about 3 millimeters and has a height
lower than the thickness of the coin C, and the upper end
edge thereof is chamfered.
[0103] The projection 148 can be made of metal and
can be formed by press-fitting a lower end part thereof
into a vertical hole bored in the upper step part 128; how-
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ever, the projection can be also integrally formed with
the rotating disk 106.
[0104] In the case in which the coin C is caught by the
projection 148 and rotates together with the rotating disk
106, if the coin C is positioned approximately above the
slope, the coin C slips off the upper surface of the rotating
disk 106 and is dropped to the through hole 132.
[0105] On the back surface of the rotating disk 106, a
pushing part 152 is formed so as to be adjacent to the
through hole 132, extend from the center part of the ro-
tating disk 106 to the periphery, and form a convex-
shaped involute curve extending in the forward rotation
direction.
[0106] Therefore, when the rotating disk 106 rotates
forward, the coin C that has been dropped to the through
hole 132 is turned anticlockwise in FIG. 2 while: the coin
is being pushed by the pushing part 152, the periphery
of the coin is being guided by the peripheral wall 117 of
the guide hole 116, and the lower surface of the coin is
being guided by the slide base 114.
[0107] In the vicinity of the outlet opening 118, the coin
is guided to the outlet opening 118 side by a controlling
pin 154 (see FIGs. 11 and 12) projecting above the slide
base 114 and is ejected by the ejection device 108, which
will be described later.
[0108] In the front side of the forward rotation direction
of the through hole 132 in the back surface side of the
rotating disk 106, return projections 156 projecting down-
ward are formed along the through hole 132.
[0109] Therefore, when the rotating disk 106 is re-
versely rotated, the coin C is pushed clockwise in FIG. 2
by the return projections 156 and is turned anticlockwise
in FIG. 2 while the periphery thereof is being guided by
the peripheral wall 117 of the guide hole 116 and the
lower surface thereof is being guided by the slide base
114.
[0110] In the vicinity of the outlet opening 118, the coin
C abuts the controlling pin 154 ; however, since the con-
trolling pin 154 is elastically moved back into the slide
base 114 as is publicly known, the coin C is turned to-
gether with the rotating disk 106 without being guided to
the outlet opening 118 side.
[0111] Next, the ejection device 108 will be explained
with reference to FIG. 2.
[0112] The ejection device 108 has the function of di-
viding and dispensing the coins C one by one.
[0113] In the present embodiment, the ejection device
108 includes a fixed roller 162 and a moving roller 172.
[0114] First, the fixed roller 162 will be explained.
[0115] In the upper side of the slope of the base part
104, the fixed roller 162 is disposed to be adjacent to the
guide hole 116 and is rotatably attached to an upper end
part of a support shaft 168 penetrating through a long
hole 166 formed in the base part 104.
[0116] The support shaft 168 is disposed in the back
surface side of the base part 104, is turnably supported
by a fixing shaft (not shown) in the side below the rotating
disk 106, and is fixed to a lever (not shown) which is

energized by a spring (not shown) clockwise in FIG. 2.
[0117] The spring force has an extremely large spring
constant with respect to a later-described spring 194 for
ejection, and the fixed roller 162 is not moved upon nor-
mal dispensing of the coin C. However, when extremely
large force acts thereon, the fixed roller can be moved
within the long hole 166.
[0118] Next, the moving roller 172 will be explained.
[0119] The moving roller 172 has the function of eject-
ing the coin C which is pushed into the part between the
moving roller 172 and the fixed roller 162 by the rotating
disk 106.
[0120] The moving roller 172 is rotatably supported by
a shaft 178, which is projecting downward from the end
of a swing lever 176 rotatably supported by a second
support shaft 174.
[0121] The second support shaft 174 is projecting up-
ward from an end part of an arch-shaped position adjust-
ing bracket 182 disposed to be adjacent to the guide hole
116 in the corner part of the base part 104, wherein the
corner part is in the side opposite to the fixed roller 162.
[0122] The position adjusting bracket 182 is fixed to
the upper surface of the base part 104 by a pair of screws
186a and 186b penetrating through an arch-shaped long
hole 184, which is formed by a predetermined radius of
which center is the axial center of the rotating disk 106,
and screwed in the base part 104.
[0123] By virtue of this structure, position adjustment
is carried out within the arch-shaped long hole 184 so
that the moving roller 172 is at an optimal position in the
relation with the fixed roller 162 with respect to the diam-
eter of the used coin C.
[0124] A spring receiver 188 projects upward from an
end part of the position adjusting bracket 182, and a sec-
ond end 192 of the swing lever 176 abuts a lower end
part of the spring receiver 188 and regulates the standby
position SP (position of FIG. 2) of the moving roller 172
in a standby state.
[0125] An intermediate part of the helical spring 194 is
wound around the outer periphery of the second support
shaft 174, a first end thereof is caught by the swing lever
176, and a second end thereof is caught by the spring
receiver 188, thereby imparting anticlockwise turning
force to the swing lever 176 in FIG. 2.
[0126] When the moving roller 172 is positioned the
standby position SP, the distance from the fixed roller
162 is maintained at a distance smaller than the diameter
of the used coin C.
[0127] When the coin C guided by the controlling pin
154 is pushed into the part between the fixed roller 162
and the moving roller 172 by the pushing part 152 of the
rotating disk 106, the swing lever 176 is turned clockwise
in FIG. 2, and, immediately after the straight line that
passes through the center of the coin C passes the con-
tact points of the fixed roller 162 and the moving roller
172, the coin C is ejected toward a later-described sensor
212 by the moving roller 172 based on the spring force
of the helical spring 194.
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[0128] Next, the hopper head 112 will be explained with
reference to FIG. 1 and FIGs. 5 and 6.
[0129] The hopper head 112 has the function of holding
a predetermined amount of the coins C above the rotating
disk 106 in bulk.
[0130] The hopper head 112 has a vertical tubular
shape as a whole, a lower end part 196 thereof is formed
to be circular, an upper end part 198 is formed to be
rectangular, an intermediate part 202 is formed to be an
inclined surface so as to smoothly connect the upper end
part 198 and the lower end part 196, and the lower end
part 196 is detachably fixed to the base part 104.
[0131] The rotating disk 106 is disposed in the circular
bottom hole 134 of the lower end part 196, and the inner
peripheral edge of the bottom hole 134 is projecting to
the position that is in contact with the through hole 132
above a peripheral end part 206 of the rotating disk 106.
This is for preventing the periphery of the coin C from
being placed on the peripheral end part 206 of the rotating
disk 106 and dropping to the through hole 132.
[0132] Next, the sensor 212 will be explained.
[0133] The sensor 212 has the function of detecting
the coins C which are ejected by the ejection device 108.
[0134] The sensor 212 is, for example, a magnetic sen-
sor 214. This is for the reason that the coins C can be
detected without being affected by dust, etc.
[0135] The magnetic sensor 214 has the shape of a
lateral gate, and the sensor is fixed to a metal bracket
226 fixed to a lateral surface of the frame part 102 so that
the ejected coins C pass through a coin passage part
224 between an upper supporting part 218 and a lower
supporting part (not shown) thereof.
[0136] Next, working of the present embodiment will
be explained with reference also to FIG. 8 to FIG. 19.
[0137] When the coin C is to be dispensed from the
coin hopper 100, power is supplied to the electric motor,
which is not shown, and the rotating disk 106 is rotated
anticlockwise in FIG. 2.
[0138] By virtue of this rotation, the coins C in the hop-
per head 112 variously change the posture thereof be-
cause of the agitation by the through hole 132, the step
141 of the lower step part 126 and the upper step part
128, and the projection 148; and the coin is dropped to
the through hole 132.
[0139] In the process of rotation of the rotating disk
106, the coin C is sometimes sandwiched between the
inclined surface 139 of the arc edge 138 and the inner
surface of the hopper head 112; however, since it is the
inclined surface 139, lateral force acts on the coin at the
contact part between the coin C and the inclined surface
139, and, when a predetermined force or higher is ap-
plied, the coin C can slide with respect to the inclined
surface 139.
[0140] As a result, coin jamming does not occur since
the coin C does not get stuck between the inclined sur-
face 139 and the inner surface of the hopper head 112.
[0141] The coin C dropped to the through hole 132 is
pushed by the pushing part 152 while the lower surface

thereof is being supported by the slide base 114; there-
fore, the coin is turned anticlockwise while the peripheral
surface of the coin C is being guided by the peripheral
wall 117 of the guide hole 116.
[0142] Then, the coin C is guided by the controlling pin
154 toward the outlet opening 118 and pushed into the
part between the fixed roller 162 and the moving roller
172.
[0143] Immediately after the center of the coin passes
the straight line that is connecting the contact points of
the fixed roller 162 and the moving roller 172, the pushed
coin C is ejected toward the magnetic sensor 214 by the
spring force imparted to the moving roller 172.
[0144] The ejected coin C is detected by the magnetic
sensor 214. When a detection signal from the magnetic
sensor 214 matches the ordered number of dispensing,
the rotation of the electric motor, therefore, the rotating
disk 106 is stopped, and dispensing of the coin C is fin-
ished.
[0145] Next, the working in the situation in which, as
shown in FIGs . 5 and 6, the number of the coin C in the
hopper head 112 is one, the upper end part of the coin
C leans on the inner surface of the lower side of the slope
of the hopper head 112 in the lower side of the slope of
the slide base 114, and the lower end peripheral surface
is standing with respect to the rotating disk 106. and the
slide base 114 will be explained with reference to FIG. 7
to FIG. 14.
[0146] First, it will be explained from the point at which
the lower end of the coin C shown in FIG. 7 (A) is dropped
to the through hole 132 and supported by the slide base
114.
[0147] The rotating disk 106 is rotated anticlockwise,
and the coin C is pushed up by an edge 228 of the through
hole 132 as shown in FIG. 7 (B) and lifted up to the lower
step part 126.
[0148] In other words, the coin C is moved up onto the
lower step part 126.
[0149] If the coin C has a small diameter in the process
in which it is moved up thereon, the wobbling of the coin
C caused when the coin is moved up onto the lower step
part 126 is large since the height T1 is large with respect
to the radius of the coin C, and the possibility that the
coin falls down into the through hole 132 is high.
[0150] However, if the coin C has a large diameter and
the height T1 with respect to the radius of the coin C is
small, the wobbling of the coin C caused when the coin
is moved up onto the lower step part 126 is small.
[0151] Therefore, even in the case in which the coin C
is moved up onto the lower step part 126, the possibility
that the coin is standing with the upper end part of the
coin C leaning on the inner wall surface of the hopper
head 112 as shown in FIG. 6 and FIG. 8 is high.
[0152] In other words, since the conventional rotating
disk 106 is basically provided only with the lower step
part 126 although it has the agitation projection, the coin
C sometimes continues rolling in the bottom hole 134 of
the hopper head 112 in the lower part of the slope of the
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slide base 114 and is not dispensed.
[0153] However, the present invention is provided with
the upper step part 128; therefore, the coin C is further
moved up from the lower step part 126 to the upper step
part 128 as shown in FIG. 9.
[0154] Therefore, the possibility that the coin C falls
down is increased by the wobbling of the coin C caused
when it is moved up.
[0155] Moreover, when the coin is moved up from the
lower step part 126 onto the upper step part 128, the
inward arc edge 138 obliquely contacts the lower periph-
ery CE of the coin C.
[0156] In other words, as is clear from FIG. 9, the arc
edge 138 is pushed from the back surface (inner surface
of the hopper head 112) side of the coin C. As a result,
the lower end part of the coin C is moved to the side of
the axial line CE1 of the rotating disk 106 by the arc edge
138.
[0157] As a result, as shown in FIG. 10, the position
on the inner surface of the hopper head 112 on which
the upper end of the coin C lean sequentially approaches
the bottom hole 134, and, finally, the coin lines on the
upper step part 128 as shown in FIG. 11.
[0158] If the coin C is not dropped to the through hole
132 without falling down even by this, the magnetic sen-
sor 214 does not output the detection signal for a prede-
termined period of time; therefore, the electric motor is
stopped, then reversely rotated for a predetermined pe-
riod of time, and then rotated forward again.
[0159] When the rotating disk 106 is reversely rotated,
the rotating disk 106 is rotated clockwise in FIG. 2.
[0160] Therefore, as shown in FIG. 7 (B), the coin C
has to be moved up at once from the slide base 114 onto
the upper step part 128.
[0161] In other words, even in the case of the large-
diameter coin C, the move-up height is increased from
T1 to T2, and the instability of the posture of the coin C
upon the move-up is increased.
[0162] As a result, the possibility that the large-diam-
eter coin C falls down is increased.
[0163] Therefore, the possibility of dropping the coin
C to the through hole 132 can be increased by the action
of overthrowing the coin C by the arc edge 138 upon
forward rotation of the rotating disk 106 and by the insta-
bility increasing action of the coin C caused when the
coin is moved up at once from the slide base 114 onto
the upper step part 128 upon reverse rotation of the ro-
tating disk 106.
[0164] Immediately after the coin C lies on the upper
step 128 as shown in FIG. 11, the projection 148 is
brought into contact with and pushes the peripheral sur-
face of the coin C because of further rotation of the ro-
tating disk 106 (see FIG. 12). Therefore, in the case in
which the gravity center G of the coin C lying in the man-
ner as shown in FIGs . 13 and 14 is positioned in side
close to the inner peripheral surface of the bottom hole
134 of the hopper head 112 than the perpendicular line
PL passing through the projection 148, the coin is moved

anticlockwise while the periphery of the coin C is guided
by the inner peripheral surface of the bottom hole 134.
[0165] The rotating disk 106 is further rotated; the grav-
ity center G of the coin C lying on the upper step part 128
is positioned in the side close to the axial line CE1 of the
rotating disk 106 than the perpendicular line PL is as
shown in FIG. 14, and the coin C is slipped off from the
upper step part 128 because of gravity; in this case, the
coin C drops toward the through hole 132.
[0166] The coin C dropped to the through hole 132 is
guided to the outlet opening 118 side by the controlling
pin 154 in the above described manner and then ejected
by the ejection device 108.
[0167] In other words, all of the coins C held in the
hopper head 112 including the last one can be dispensed.
[0168] Next, with reference to FIG. 15 to FIG. 18, the
case in which the coin C lies on the lower step part 126
in the lower part of the slope of the slide base 114 will be
explained.
[0169] First, as shown in FIG. 15, in the case in which
the coin C lies on the lower part 126, the coin C is posi-
tioned below the through hole 132; therefore, the coin is
supported by the inner peripheral surface of the bottom
hole 132 and is not dropped to the through hole 132 al-
though the downward force along the slope is acting on
the coin C on the lower step part 126 because of gravity.
[0170] Subsequent rotation of the rotating disk 106
causes the arc edge 138 to be brought into contact with
the periphery of the coin C as shown in FIG. 16 and to
push the coin C.
[0171] In this case, the coin C is guided by the inner
peripheral surface of the bottom hole 134 and turned an-
ticlockwise while being pushed by the arc edge 138.
[0172] Also in this case, the through hole 132 is posi-
tioned in the side of the slope that is above the coin C;
therefore, the coin C is not dropped to the through hole
132.
[0173] When the subsequent rotation of the rotating
disk 106 causes the through hole 132 to be positioned
in the lateral side of the coin C as shown in FIG. 17, the
gravity that acts on the coin C generates the force toward
the side of the axial line CE1 of the rotating disk 106
because of the slope of the arc edge 138; however, this
force is small and cannot exceed the frictional force be-
tween the coin C and the lower step part 126 .
[0174] Therefore, the coin C is supported by the arc
edge 138 and stays at the position on the lower step part
126 where the peripheral surface of the coin is in contact
with the inner peripheral surface of the bottom hole 134.
[0175] When the rotating disk 106 is further rotated as
shown in FIG. 18, the inclination of the arc edge 138 is
increased; therefore, the force toward the axial line CE1
side is increased and exceeds the frictional force be-
tween the coin C and the lower step part 126, and the
coin C rolls to the through hole 132 side while being guid-
ed by the arc edge 138 because of the weight of the coin
C per se.
[0176] As a result, since the end part of the arc edge
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138 is forming a tangent line with respect to the through
hole 132, the coin is dropped to the through hole 132 as
a result.
[0177] Then, after the coin is guided to the outlet open-
ing 118 side by the controlling pin 154 in the above de-
scribed manner, the coin is ejected by the ejection device
108.
[0178] In other words, all of the coins C held in the
hopper head 112 including the last one can be dispensed.
[0179] Next, an example shown in FIG. 19 will be ex-
plained.
[0180] The example of FIG. 19 is the case in which, in
the state corresponding to that of FIG. 11, the coin C
does not fall onto the upper step part 128 before the coin
C reaches the projection 148, but falls onto the projection
148.
[0181] In this case, anticlockwise force acts on the coin
C because of the frictional face with the vertex part of the
projection 148; however, the force is small, and the coin
is approximately positioned in the lower part of the lower
side of the slope of the rotating disk 106.
[0182] Therefore, the projection 148 passes below the
coin C, and the coin C lies on the upper step part 128;
and, in the phase in which the through hole 132 is posi-
tioned in the lowermost side of the slope, the coin is
dropped into the through hole 132 and ejected by the
ejection device 108 in the above described manner.

Description of Reference Numerals

[0183]

C COIN
CE1 AXIAL LINE
CE2 CENTER
106 ROTATING DISK
112 HOPPER HEAD
114 SLIDE BASE
124 THROUGH HOLE
134 BOTTOM HOLE
136 INCLINED SURFACE
140 INCLINED SURFACE
141 STEP
148 PROJECTION
152 PUSHING PART

Claims

1. A coin hopper comprising:

a tubular hopper head (112) holding a coin (C)
in bulk;
a rotating disk (106) disposed in a bottom hole
(134) of the hopper head (112), having a through
hole (132) through which the coin can pass
through from an upper surface to a lower sur-
face, being inclined at a predetermined angle,

and having a diameter approximately less than
two times that of the through hole (132); and
a slide base (114) disposed below and parallel
to the rotating disk (106); wherein
the rotating disk (106) has an at least two-step
structure of an upper step part (128) and a lower
step part (126) having a step (141),
the through hole (132) being formed in the lower
step part (126),
the step (141) forms an arc shape having a ra-
dius smaller than a radius of the rotating disk in
a planar view and having a center (CE2) on the
rotating disk so that the upper step part (128)
forms a crescent shape in the planar view,
the lower step part (126) and the upper step part
(128) are formed to be parallel to a lower surface
(130) of the rotating disk (106),

characterized in that
the step (141) is formed on an inclined surface (139),
inclined with respect to the lower step part (126) and
the upper step part (128), wherein
on the back surface of the rotating disk (106), a push-
ing part (152) is formed so as to be adjacent to the
through hole (132), extend from the center part of
the rotating disk (106) to the periphery, and form a
convex-shaped involute curve extending in the for-
ward rotation direction, and
the coin (C) is pushed by the pushing part (152) slid-
ing on the slide base (114),
that
the through hole (132) is formed at an eccentric po-
sition of the rotating disk (106),
and that
an end of the arc is in contact with the through hole
(132) in the vicinity of the periphery of the rotation
disc (106),
an intermediate part of the arc is disposed in a pe-
ripheral side than the axial line (CE1) of the rotating
disk, and
the periphery of the arc shape of the upper step part
(128) is formed on an inclined surface (136) having
an angle of about 20 degrees as the angle (X) with
respect to the extended line (L1) of the upper step
part (128).

2. The coin hopper of claim 1, wherein
a projection (148) is formed on the upper step part
(128).

3. The coin hopper of claim 1 or 2, wherein
the peripheral side of the upper step part (128) is
formed to be conical and forms an inclined surface
(136) with respect to a flat surface of the upper step
part.

4. The coin hopper of claim 1 or 2, wherein,
if a dispensing signal of the coin is not output for a
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predetermined period of time upon forward rotation
of the rotating disk (106), the rotating disk (106) is
reversely rotated; and, in the direction of the reverse
rotation the lower step part (126), is positioned ahead
of the through hole in the rotation direction, and the
upper step part (128) in contact with the through hole
(132) is positioned behind the through hole in the
rotation direction.

Patentansprüche

1. Münzbehälter aufweisend:

einen röhrenartigen Behälterkopf (112), der eine
Menge von Münzen (C) aufbewahrt;
eine Drehscheibe (106), die in einer Bodenöff-
nung (134) des Behälterkopfs (112) angeordnet
ist, die ein Durchgangsloch (132) durch das die
Münzen von einer oberen Fläche zu einer unte-
ren Fläche gelangen können aufweist, die mit
einem vorbestimmten Winkel geneigt ist, und
die einen Durchmesser aufweist, der kleiner als
ungefähr zwei Mal der des Durchgangslochs
(132) ist; und
eine Gleitbasis (114), die unterhalb und parallel
zu der Drehscheibe (106) angeordnet ist; wobei
die Drehscheibe (106) einen wenigstens zwei-
stufigen Aufbau aus einem oberen Stufenteil
(128) und einem unteren Stufenteil (126) mit ei-
ner Stufe (141) aufweist,
das Durchgangsloch (132) in dem unteren
Stufenteil (126) ausgebildet ist, wobei
die Stufe (141) eine Bogenform ausbildet, die
einen kleineren Radius als ein Radius der Dreh-
scheibe in einer Draufsicht aufweist, und einen
Mittelpunkt (CE2) so auf der Drehscheibe auf-
weist, dass der obere Stufenteil (128) in einer
Draufsicht eine sichelförmige Gestalt ausbildet,
wobei
der untere Stufenteil (126) und der obere Stufen-
teil (128) so ausgebildet sind, dass diese parallel
zu einer unteren Fläche (130) der Drehscheibe
(106) sind,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Stufe (141) auf einer geneigten Oberfläche
(139) ausgebildet ist, die bezüglich dem unteren
Stufenteil (126) und dem oberen Stufenteil (128)
geneigt ist,
auf der Rückseite der Drehscheibe (106) ein
Schiebeteil (152) so ausgebildet ist, dass dieses
an das Durchgangsloch (132) angrenzt, sich
von dem Mittelteil der Drehscheibe (106) zum
Umfang hin erstreckt, und eine konvex geformte
involute Kurve ausbildet, die sich in die Vor-
wärtsdrehrichtung erstreckt, und
die Münze (C) durch das Schiebeteil (152) ge-
schoben wird, das auf der Gleitbasis (114) glei-

tet,
dass
das Durchgangsloch (132) an einer exzentri-
schen Position der Drehscheibe (106) ausgebil-
det ist,
und dass
ein Ende des Bogens mit dem Durchgangsloch
(132) in der Nähe des Umfangs der Drehscheibe
(106) in Kontakt steht,
ein Mittelteil des Bogens in einer Umfangsseite
zu der axialen Linie (CE1) der Drehscheibe ver-
setzt ist, und
der Umfang der Bogengestalt des oberen
Stufenteils (128) auf einer geneigten Oberfläche
(136), die als den Winkel (X) einen Winkel von
ungefähr 20° aufweist, bezüglich der erstreck-
ten Linie (L1) des oberen Stufenteils (128) aus-
gebildet ist.

2. Münzbehälter aus Anspruch 1, wobei
auf dem oberen Stufenteil (128) ein Vorsprung (148)
ausgebildet ist.

3. Münzbehälter aus Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
die Umfangsseite des oberen Stufenteils (128) ko-
nisch ausgebildet ist und eine bezüglich einer fla-
chen Fläche des oberen Stufenteils geneigte Fläche
(136) aufweist.

4. Münzbehälter aus Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei,
falls ein Ausgabesignal für die Münze für einen vor-
bestimmten Zeitraum während der Vorwärtsdre-
hung der Drehscheibe (106) nicht ausgegeben wird,
die Drehscheibe (106) rückwärts gedreht wird; und
der untere Stufenteil (126) in der Richtung der Rück-
wärtsdrehung in Drehrichtung vor dem Durchgangs-
loch positioniert ist, und der obere Stufenteil (128),
der mit dem Durchgangsloch (132) in Kontakt steht,
hinter dem Durchgangsloch in der Drehrichtung po-
sitioniert ist.

Revendications

1. Trémie pour pièce de monnaie comprenant :

une tête de trémie tubulaire (112) contenant une
pièce (C) en vrac ;
un disque tournant (106) disposé sur un orifice
inférieur (134) de la tête de trémie (112), com-
portant un orifice traversant (132) à travers le-
quel la pièce peut passer directement d’une sur-
face supérieure à une surface inférieure, étant
incliné sous un angle prédéterminé, et présen-
tant un diamètre sensiblement inférieur à deux
fois celui de l’orifice traversant (132) ; et
une base coulissante (114) disposée au-des-
sous du disque tournant (106) et parallèlement
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à celui-ci ; dans laquelle
le disque tournant (106) présente une structure
à au moins deux paliers composée d’une partie
de palier supérieure (128) et d’une partie de pa-
lier inférieure (126) comportant un palier (141),
l’orifice traversant (132) étant formé sur la partie
de palier inférieure (126),
le palier (141) est réalisé en une forme d’arc
présentant un rayon inférieur à un rayon du dis-
que tournant sur une vue en plan et présentant
un centre (CE2) sur le disque tournant de telle
sorte que la partie de palier supérieure (128)
présente une forme en croissant sur une vue en
plan,
la partie de palier inférieure (126) et la partie de
palier supérieure (128) sont formées de manière
à être parallèles à une surface inférieure (130)
du disque tournant (106),
caractérisée en ce que
le palier (141) est formé sur une surface inclinée
(139), inclinée par rapport à la partie de palier
inférieure (126) et la partie de palier supérieure
(128), dans laquelle
sur la surface arrière du disque tournant (106),
une partie de poussée (152) est formée de ma-
nière à être adjacente à l’orifice traversant (132),
s’étend à partir de la partie centrale du disque
tournant (106) vers la périphérie, et présente
une courbe développante de forme convexe
s’étendant suivant le sens de rotation normal, et
la pièce (C) est poussée par la partie de poussée
(152) coulissant sur la base coulissante (114),
en ce que
l’orifice traversant (132) est formé à un empla-
cement excentré du disque tournant (106),
et en ce que
une extrémité de l’arc est en contact avec l’ori-
fice traversant (132) à proximité de la périphérie
du disque tournant (106),
une partie intermédiaire de l’arc est agencée sur
un côté périphérique de la ligne d’axe (CE1) du
disque tournant, et
la périphérie de la forme d’arc de la partie de
palier supérieure (128) est formée sur une sur-
face inclinée (136) présentant un angle de 20
degrés environ en tant que l’angle (X) par rap-
port à la ligne étendue (L1) de la partie de palier
supérieure (128).

2. Trémie de pièce selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle
une saillie (148) est formée sur la partie de palier
supérieure (128).

3. Trémie de pièce selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
laquelle
le côté périphérique de la partie de palier supérieure
(128) est formé de manière à être conique et forme

une surface inclinée (136) par rapport à une surface
plate de la partie de palier supérieure.

4. Trémie de pièce selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
laquelle,
si un signal de distribution de la pièce n’est pas dé-
livré pendant une période de temps prédéterminée
au cours de la rotation normale du disque tournant
(106), le disque tournant (106) est entraîné en rota-
tion en sens inverse ; et, dans le sens de rotation
inverse, la partie de palier inférieure (126) est posi-
tionnée à l’avant de l’orifice traversant suivant le
sens de rotation, et la partie de palier supérieure
(128) en contact avec l’orifice traversant (132) est
positionnée à l’arrière de l’orifice traversant suivant
le sens de rotation.
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